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CEDIA is the global trade organization for firms designing and installing custom residential technology, and is the leading authority 
on the connected home. The CEDIA Awards represent the pinnacle of excellence in the home technology industry.
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Araknis Networking

AudioQuest

Bowers & Wilkins

Camden

Crestron

Dragonfly

EPRA

Essex

JVC

Leviton

Luma Surveillance

Lutron

Middle Atlantic

Savant

SnapAV

Sonance

Sonos

Strong

WattBox

Wirepath
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PROJECT 

Rift Raft  

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATOR 

La Scala

This property earned its name because of a massive rift that tore 
through roof of the original home on the same land that was built 
in 1925. The architect on the job originally called this home “The 
Rift House,” but La Scala Integrated Media put a positive spin on 
the name, and dubbed it “The Rift Raft.” Reason being, is that 
they felt their integrated home system would enable the house 
to “float.” The nickname became even more appropriate after the 
homeowners admitted that they felt like they were “drowning in 
technology” in their previous home. This time, their directions 
were clear: “Here is a box, make it beautiful, make it energy 
efficient, and keep interaction to a minimum.” 

The core aesthetic of the home design was to be a clean shell 
— a neutral concrete palate that feels private when drawn and 
entertaining when opened. To accomplish the energy efficiency 
mandate, La Scala placed flush occupancy sensors around the 
home that are set up to trigger lighting pathways and a vacancy 
mode for lighting and media shut down. On the simplicity side, 
the Echo Flex enabled voice control and Crestron TSW-770 series 
panels make it easy to access audio zones or get the game on 
the big screen. The Crestron Home interface for iOS is also an 
operational match to the in-house touch panels. 

CEDIA’s judges touted the “nice, simple energy management 
solutions” and called it a “job well done.”

Some nice, simple 

energy management 

solutions and a ‘well 

done’ for getting 

audio performance 

by fitting proven 

box speakers in the 

theatre.
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